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your favourite article, something that really sparked your

N

Hey, you! Tell us what you think. Email your feedback on
interest or made you shake your head...we want to hear it all!
next issue of New Tribe Special Edition. You can also visit us

EE

F

on Facebook to share your thoughts and future story ideas.

K

Email info@usay.ca and your comments could appear in the

DBAC

A visual representation of empowerment,
strength and diversity, the cover concept came
to life through the help of numerous Indigenous
individuals and allies including; Studio Lumen
(cover photo), Mammoth XR (augmented reality)
and Jessica Behiel (makeup and hair).

Get USAY's AR APP
Whenever you see the USAY AR logo scan over the page with
your device with the app open, then watch the image come to
life. Make sure your ringer is on and volume is up. Now, flip
through this issue of New Tribe Magazine and have fun searching!
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EDITOR'S
NOTE

P

recontact Indigenous women
were sacred, not questioned.

They were the givers of life and had
final say in camp decisions. Sure,
they would have had fears. It’s likely
they feared for the health, safety
and wellbeing of the community
among other things, but did they
fear being murdered or going
missing? Not likely.
After contact, and through
colonization in a male dominated
environment, Indigenous women
began to learn shame and
inhumanity. Cultural expression was
taken away, along with their rights
and their children. They learned to
become ashamed of who they were
and were forced to live life in survival
mode. Like standing in quicksand,
their stories were deficit based.
Indigenous women are charting a
path forward. A path leading to a
place where SHE gets to decide and
where she has a role and a voice
in all areas of her life, where she

Urban Society for Aboriginal Youth
(403) 233-8225 | usay.ca

About New Tribe
This Special Edition of New
Tribe Magazine (NTM) has been
developed to showcase individuals
and groups who are confronting
oppression and supporting
Indigenous Woman, Girls and
2SLGBTQQIA people. It touches
on initiatives that are aimed at
educating Indigenous Women,
Girls and 2SLGBTQQIA people with
regard to their rights to Culture,
Health, Security and Justice and
also looks towards imagining a new
and brighter future.
NTM is a publication distributed
free throughout the city of
Calgary and beyond. NTM’s
mission is to promote a positive
outlook on Indigenous people
living in an urban setting by
promoting information sharing
within the Indigenous and youth
communities.

exchanges fear and quicksand for
hope and optimism.
Inside the pages of this New Tribe
Special Edition we hope to play a
small part in the path forward. As
New Tribe builds off last issue’s AR
features we welcome you to pull
out your cell phone, download or
update the USAY App and join in the
interactive and powerful journey of
Luna Quest.

Stacey Carefoot
Editor, New Tribe Magazine

The Urban Society for Aboriginal
Youth (USAY) is a not-for-profit
charitable organization located in the
heart of Calgary. By nurturing selfempowerment and fostering healthy
collaboration and communication USAY
strives to enrich the lives of all urban
Indigenous youth to ensure healthy
future generations. USAY provides free
services and programs to Calgary’s
Indigenous youth.

and the members of our youth counsel
James Awasis, Emma Deering, Genna
Hunt, Summer Landrie, Jordan
Lindstrom, Linda Marr, Jeannette Nelson,
Dranden Parenteau, Michael Parenteau,
Dakota Reinfort, Venus Reinfort.

Contributors Lonnie Thomas Dixon
(Straight Up Feather), Olivia Condon,
Judy Everson, Taylor Van Eyk, Sydney
Hamilton, Christian Heckle, Alycia Two
Bears, Cheyenne McGinnis, Christine
Miskonoodinkwe-Smith, Charlene
Mudry, Nyre Kirby
The opinions expressed in the articles are
those of the writers and not necessarily
those of USAY (the publisher). The publisher
accepts no liability or responsibility for
plagiarism in the works in this magazine,
all writing is presumed to be the original
work of the writers.
Topics addressed in this publication may
trigger emotions in our readers. Please
call the independent, national, toll-free
support line if you or someone you know
is triggered while reading the contents of
this magazine. This line is available free of
charge, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The
Support Line number is 1-844-413-6649.
Alternate Nouns Disclaimer
USAY recognizes that this document
contains a number of different nouns
when referring to the original inhabitants
of Canada. While our preferred noun
at USAY is Indigenous, we at USAY
recognize First Nations, Inuit, and Métis
as Indigenous People, we also honour
and respect the writing and preferences
of our contributors therefore have not
made adjustments to their choices. We
endeavour to not offend any individuals
or groups with this decision.
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Greetings
from USAY
W

hen I think of the women in my life

We can begin by educating ourselves on

and community, I experience an

our rights to culture, health, security and

overwhelming feeling of love. The women

justice. As we reflect on historic roles we

I have surrounded myself with are the

look to the future and the actions we must

foundation of their homes, families and

take today for our daughters, granddaughters

extended communities. They provide

and the seven generations of Indigenous

valuable lessons, teachings and compassion

women who will follow.

to those who need it the most. I know that
the women in my life are reflective of the

We invite you to become part of our New Tribe

many Indigenous women who are the

and begin your journey with us as we honour

backbone and strength of our people.

Indigenous women in our communities. For
more information on USAY, please visit our

Our goal with this issue was not to discount,

website at usay.ca.

remove or ignore Indigenous men and their
strength, but to simply highlight Indigenous

Thank you,

women, our history, present challenges and
hopes of optimism for a brighter future. To
discuss Indigenous women is not to ignore
the impacts of colonization and the epidemic
of Missing Murdered Indigenous Women
and Girls but to also remind our community
of the strength we have that will enable us to
overcome and return to our traditional roles
of governance, leadership and power. It is
our hope that we can showcase positive role
models while we confront the oppression of
Indigenous women, girls and members of the
two-spirited community.
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LeeAnne Ireland
Executive Director, USAY
Pronouns She/Her

A blessing
I pray for a more inclusive world
for all nations. We aspire to a
world filled with love, peace and
harmony for every living entity.
This blessing comes to us from the traditional
territories of the Blackfoot Confederacy (Siksika,
Kainai, Piikani), the Tsuut’ina, the Îyâxe Nakoda
Nations, the Métis Nation (Region 3), and all people
who make their homes in the Treaty 7 region of
Southern Alberta.

A

ho Kise manitou, Great Spirit whose
life force is in all living beings, I give
gratitude to you, our Ancestors and
all Devine Spirits who guide us every day.
I ask blessings for the continued success
and existence of the New Tribe Magazine,
the writers, artists, staff, funders and all
those who contribute to this important
and critical magazine. I pray for the many
Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women
and Girls. I pray for all the loved ones and
the many families they left behind. I pray for
our youth, the two spirited, LGBTQQIA, the
homeless and those who are ill. I pray for our
government leaders … that they may open
their hearts and lead more mindfully. I pray
for a more inclusive world for all nations. We
aspire to a world filled with love, peace and
harmony for every living entity. Grant us the
wisdom, insight and good health to focus on
a more harmonious way of being.
Thank you, ekosi pita,
Kinanaskomitin/Doreen Spence
(Bald Eagle Woman Who Leads)

Photo courtesy of Indpsire
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“It’s an epidemic.
It’s an issue in the
country and it’s
good to see people
contributing and
coming and showing
their respect”
Kayla Drunken Chief

Photo credit: Olivia Storey

Photo credit: Olivia Storey
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Sisters in
Spirit Calgary:
Remembering lost and stolen sisters
By Olivia Storey
Across Canada, October 4, 2020
was a day to honour, remember
and stand up against injustice.
But for many who attended
Calgary’s Sisters in Spirit Walk,
it was a painful reminder of loss.
It will have been three years on
Christmas Eve since Chicklet
McDowell’s daughter Jodi was
killed. “Somebody murdered her.
Somebody did this to her. And nobody will listen to me,” McDowell says.
Jodi was beaten and left to die in
her apartment, having gone into a
diabetic shock that would have left
her suffering for hours before she
died and her body was discovered,
McDowell says. Jodi is one of thousands of Indigenous Women and
Girls who have been murdered or
gone missing in Canada. Like the
other mothers, sisters, daughters,
fathers, brothers and sons who
gathered at Calgary’s Olympic
Plaza, McDowell says she “just
wants to be heard.”
This year’s Sisters in Spirit
walk comes after the federal
government’s final report on the
national inquiry into Missing and
Murdered Indigenous Women and
Girls was released in June. The
1,200-page document outlines
231 calls for justice, combining
more than 2,400 interviews from
survivors and family members of
the Women and Girls who have
become part of Canada’s most
alarming statistic. In Calgary,
hundreds of people - men, women,
children, elders, community
leaders and politicians - walked

down Stephen Ave from Bankers
Hall to Olympic Plaza, singing,
drumming and carrying signs
to mark the day declared by
governments across the country
as Sisters in Spirit Day.
“It’s an epidemic. It’s an issue in
the country and it’s good to see
people contributing and coming
and showing their respect,” Kayla
Drunken Chief says while listening
to the drumming that resonates
in Olympic Plaza. “I think it’s very
powerful because more people,
means more of a voice in society.”
Ashley Cardinal, and her 19-monthold daughter Lenise, came to stand
in solidarity and to remember
Lindsay Jackson. “She was missing
for two weeks and then her body
was recovered from the North
Saskatchewan river,” Cardinal
said. “The court process started
on Monday, so it’s been a tough
week for us. She had four kids with
my brother and he also passed
away so it’s tough.”
Three people have been charged
with first-degree murder in
Jackson’s death.
Cardinal says coming together is
an emotional step in the healing
process, but it brings her comfort
to see people who are going
through the same thing she is.
“I want justice to be served, I don’t
want them to walk away from this
because they knew what they were
doing, they were her friends. She was
grieving for her husband and they
took advantage of that,” she says.

Through the court process,
Cardinal, and others mourning
the loss of Lindsay, will hopefully
see justice served to those
responsible. For that reason alone,
they are some of the lucky ones.
McDowell said she’s not at all
hopeful that she can trust the
authorities to get that same justice
for Jodi. “Everybody should be
investigated thoroughly and if
there’s people around that have
something to say, listen and
investigate,” she says. “Not a damn
thing was done for my daughter.”
McDowell continues to stay on
authorities even after she says
no case was ever opened, adding
police told her Jodi was a drug
addict, despite a clean toxicology
report. “I know who he is… and
nobody has done nothing in two
years, like nobody cares,” she
says. McDowell has found comfort
in being part of the movement,
drawing inspiration from some
of the event’s strongest voices,
like Stephanie English.
English’s daughter Joey died of an
overdose in 2016. After discovering
her dead, a man she’d known for
less than a week dismembered
and dumped her body in various
sites across Calgary. In 2017, after
admitting to the crime, a man was
sentenced to 18-months in jail.
“Creator gave me a voice and my
ancestors passed me down this
path to walk. And every step I
take is so worth it,” says English.
“The ones that lost your loved
ones, don’t beat yourself up, let
Creator in your heart let him
guide you, let him heal you, don’t
turn to drugs and alcohol because
that’s what society wants us to do.”
McDowell says she finds strength
in spending time with her children
and grandchildren and when asked
how she keeps Jodi’s memory alive;
her answer was simple: “I wake up
in the morning.”
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Seeking
Justice for
Amber
Tuccaro
As people living in the
isolation of Alberta’s
north often do, Amber
Tuccaro, her 14-monthold son and an unnamed
female acquaintance
flew to Edmonton from
Fort McMurray for the
weekend. They arrived
in the Edmonton area on
August 17, 2010, the next
day somewhere between
7pm and 8pm Amber got
into a vehicle with an
unknown male driver,
she was never seen again.
Amber’s disappearance
and the subsequent police
investigation highlighted
several instances where
the authorities were
believed to have not taken
the family’s concerns
seriously, even initially
brushing off the family’s
alarms over the fact that
Amber had vanished. Eight
years after Amber went
missing, a 120-page report
concluded that the police
force’s investigation was
“deficient”. 17 recommendations for the RCMP
were made by The Civilian
Review and Complaints
Commission including
a public apology to
Amber’s family.
Shortly after getting into the
vehicle on August 18, 2010, Amber
received a phone call which was
recorded. The voice recording was
not released to the public until two
years after Amber’s disappearance.
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This chilling account of what were
likely Amber’s last moments captivated
the nation, but still, no answers.
Sadly, like many other Missing
and Murdered Indigenous Women
cases across the nation, it has
been left mainly to the family to

keep this story alive, while they
continue to seek justice for Amber.
Further details can be found
on the Facebook page Justice
for AMBER Tuccaro.

Abigail Ada Aeilah Alannah Alberta Alice Alisha Amanda Amber Andria Annette
Angel Angela Angeline Anne Annie Ashley Audrey Azraya Barbara Beatrice
CBC NewsBernadette
continues to be a groundbreaking
leader inBernice Betsy Bonnie Brandy Brenda Brittany
Belinda Bella
Bernadine
communicating and reporting on the topic of MMIWG. One
Brooklynof Caitlin
Caralyn Carol Caroline Carolyn Cassandra Cathy Cecilia Chantelle
their most comprehensive collections can be found at
site highlights 34Christina
MMIWG
Charlenecbc.ca/missingandmurdered/.
Cherisse Cheryl This
Cheyenne
Christine Cindy Claudette Constance
cases across Canada that authorities say were not due to
Corrine Crystal
Cynthia Danielle Danita Darlinda Dawn Deanna Debbie Deborah
foul play. Many of these cases also have something else in
Deidre Delaine
Delana
Delores Delphine Desiree Destiny Dianna Dianne
common; they appear
to have Della
suspicious circumstances.
Diane Donna Doreen Dorothy Edna Elaine Elisabeth Elsie Emily Emma Ernestine
Eva Evaline Evelyn Felicia Fonassa Frances Freda Geraldine Gladys Glenda
Glennis Gloria Heather Heaven Helen Marjorie Henrietta Hillary Ila Immaculate
Irma Jacqueline Jamie Jane Janet Janice Janine Jarita Jean Jeanenne Jeanette
Jeanine Jeannette Jennifer Jessica Joanne Joey Josephine Joyce Juanita Judy
Justine Kari Karina Kathleen Katie Kellie Kelly Krystal Krystle Lana Lavina Leah
The CBC Missing
and Murdered
site is
also home
to
Leanne Leona
Leslie
Linda
Lisa
Loretta
Lora Go
LoritoLoralee Mabel Mae Maggie Maisy
a comprehensive database of many of Canada’s MMIWG.
www.cbc.ca/missingandmurdered/
Marcia Margaret
Marie
Mariella
Marilyn
Marlene
Martha Mary Mary Ann Mavis
Photos are accompanied
by profiles
that allow us
to learn
about the victims
on a personal
level as opposed
to these
to explore
casesFlora
and learn
more
Maxine Melanie
Melissa
Michelle
Mildred
Misty
Moirathe
Monica
Myrna
Nadine
women and girls being just a number or statistic.
Nancy Naomi
Nellie Nicole Nicolle Olivia Pamela Patricia Pauline Philomene
This website is impactful and highlights the Missing and
Rachel Ramona
Rebecca
Rene
Rhonda Richele Roberta Rocelyn Rose-Ann
Murdered Indigenous
Women andRena
Girls epidemic
in Canada.
Rose-Ann Rowena Roxanne Ruby Ruth Sabrina Samantha Sandra Sarah Savanna
SelinaSerenity Shannon Sharon Shelley Shelly Shirley Simone Sindy Sonya Stella
Sunshine Susan Sylvia Tabitha Tamara Tamra Tania Tanya Teresa Terrie Thelma
Therena Therese Tiffany Trudy Tina Velma Verna Victoria Viola Violet Wendy

IN THE NEWS

Topics addressed in this publication may trigger emotions in our readers. Please call the
independent, national, toll-free support line if you or someone you know is triggered
while reading the contents of this magazine. This line is available free of charge, 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week. The Support Line number is 1-844-413-6649.
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Alycia Two Bears walks us through a
modern term first coined in 1990 to
describe those people in our community
who fulfill a traditional third-gender role.

Two Spirits
Two-Spirited
2S Twospirit
By Alycia Two Bears

W

ith more momentum
gaining for inclusive
language, the addition
of 2S in the acronym LGBTQ2S
is specific to the Indigenous
community. 2 Spirit or Two
Spirit is a way to identify nonheteronormative sexuality. It
has been described as being
born with the body of a female
but the spirit of a male, or vice
versa. The ability to be in the
world with both female and male
viewpoints. A man being sexually
attracted to another man, a
woman being sexually attracted
to another woman, being sexually
attracted to both sexes or having
relationships with whomever you
want. While the conversation of
including Two Spirit in context
of sexuality is much needed,
terminology is just one piece
of the identity.

Outside of sexual preference,
Two Spirt individuals hold
significant space within the
Indigenous community and have
done so through history. They
possess healing gifts beneficial
New Tribe Magazine | 10

to ceremony, the way that both
female and male spirit exists
within one individual allows room
for fluid expression of their spirit
in the physical body. The power
of their prayers is intertwined
with this inner balance, making
Two Spirited individuals strong
ceremonial leaders. They have a
deeply intuitive relationship with
the Creator, and all our relations,
which puts them directly in
the middle of our circles. It is
very common to see circles in
Ceremony with women on one
side, men on the other side, those
with Two Spirits may sit wherever
they feel most comfortable.
At first contact, our Ceremonies
were seen as dangerous, primitive
and heathen. The cultural clash
became apparent when Christian
based ideologies disregarded
any ceremony led by a physically
presenting female. This led to
the exclusion of females and
Two Spirited individuals from
conversations, journal entries
and narratives that were originally
interwoven into our way of life.
Attending and supporting births
is less known or documented

because women-based ceremony
and celebrations were ignored
by priests and men aiding and
benefitting from Colonization.
Being brought up to be around
powerful medicine people was a
part of our history. To learn, hone
and build knowledge of plants,
medicines, songs and food was
a lifelong process and gift to
be shared with the community.
Giving back to the community
also included raising children
not of one’s biological descent.
If a child was orphaned, they
would often be raised within the
community under the guidance
of a Two Spirited individual.
Given that pre-contact heteronormative and monogamous
relationships were not the norm
in many of our Indigenous communities, it would have been possible at times that an individual
was seen and respected as a man,
a Warrior, with two wives while
having the physical attributes of
a woman. As communities reclaim
land, language, culture and
ceremony, it is anticipated that
the return of our natural leaders
includes the resurgence of Two
Spirited individuals and our understanding of their important and
significant role in society.

Photo: Kayla Lily Marie @bb.iskwew

New Tribe writer Alycia Two Bears shares her
thoughts on how the epidemic of Missing
and Murdered Indigenous Women, Girls and
Two Spirited Individuals began.

Where did
this tragic
story begin?
By Alycia Two Bears

I

t is my belief that we, as
Indigenous people, need
to rally and reclaim sacred
standing of Two Spirits within
our community and Ceremony.
This is a lot of work to undo in
the psyche of those who grew
up in Catholic, Anglican or
Protestant homes and Residential
Schools. At point of contact our
lives would forever be altered.
Colonization brought genocide to
our lands and we are still battling
every after effect.

Alycia Two Bears is a member
of the Mistawasis Nêhiyawak
First Nation. She is mother to
five children and contributes
to her community through
highly emotional giving roles
including: Birth Worker, Yoga
Instructor, Indigenous Wellness
Coordinator, Culture Connector,
home visitor and writer of both
fiction and nonfiction.

Make no mistake; Christian based
Churches knew what they were
doing when deciding to dismantle
our ways of life. Those who stood
in the way of forced assimilation
were jailed, beaten or murdered.
The terms trans, bi-sexual,
gender fluid, non-binary are
thought to be radical new terms
for sexuality but they are not
new identities to Turtle Island. At
the center of many Ceremonies
were Two Spirits and the Church
knew to break down a system,
you target the core and let the
rest fall to the side. In context
to culture clash, some Christian
ideologies have two ways to
express your sexuality and one
sends you straight to the pits
of hell. When they came to our
lands and saw anywhere between
5 and 13 ways to express your
identity, your sexuality and all
of them were welcome, even
revered, that was terrifying.
In order to save our souls and
their fragile way of existence,

they removed Two Spirits
from the center of community.
Children of Two Spirts, biological
or not, were targeted to be sent
to Residential School, with the
rumour of never returning.
Intentionally, to prevent the
knowledge of their parent being
passed on. During the earlier
days of forced camp movement,
setting up the reservation system,
it was not uncommon to be done
at rifle point; it was also not uncommon that Two Spirits were
targeted and on the receiving
end of that ammunition.
The easy solution to the “Indian
problem” was to kill us, in the
name of progress, economic
growth and access to resources.
This solution was created, acted
out and enforced. The time of
contact was the beginning of
Murdered Missing Indigenous
Women and Two Spirits.

“In context to
culture clash,
some Christian
ideologies
have two ways
to express your
sexuality and
one sends you
straight to the
pits of hell…”
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Book
Review
An area known as The Highway of
Tears is a 725-kilometre stretch
of highway in British Columbia
that has become a microcosm of
a national tragedy and travesty.
McDiarmid writes about the
Highway of Tears to bring more
national awareness to the issue of
Missing and Murdered Indigenous
Women and Girls by sharing
firsthand accounts of those
closest to the victims. She talks
to the mothers, sisters, brothers
and others who knew them and
brings forth stories that give these
Women and Girls more than just
a name that is written in a police
officer’s book.

"As an Indigenous
woman it was
infuriating to read
the various stories
and know that
so many families
have suffered
through so much
pain [ ... ] I also felt
the frustration
bleeding through
the pages"
New Tribe Magazine | 12

Highway of Tears:

A true story of racism, indifference and
the pursuit of justice for Missing and
Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls.
Author Jessica McDiarmid

As an Indigenous woman it was
infuriating to read the various
stories and know that so many
families have suffered through so
much pain and continue to suffer
because there is no such thing as
tidy closure to what happened to
their loved ones. Not only did I
feel the pain and sorrow in each
story, but I also felt the frustration
bleeding through the pages at the
indifference and almost dismissive
actions that the families faced
when reporting their loved ones
missing to the police in their
communities.
McDiarmid does an excellent job
of documenting the stories, as
a reader I would have liked to
have seen more analysis done on
the complacency and disinterest
that she documented throughout
the book in regard to how the
authorities treated the families.

Reviewed by
Christine Miskonoodinkwe-Smith

Debut Book
Review
Even in the year 2020 there
are numerous stereotypes that
colonialism has thrusted upon
Indigenous women, manipulating
narratives of strength and selfautonomy to make Indigenous
women seem as though we are
just damsels in distress. However,
Leanne Betasamosake Simpson has
dismantled this stereotype through
portraying characters that confront
the heartbreaking realities of
historical and continuing injustices
of racism and colonialism in her
collection of short stories: Islands
of Decolonial Love.
Within Simpson’s book there may
be some short
stories that
In her New Tribe debut, Sydney
you
do not
Hamilton shares one of her recent reads,
quite grasp
but there will
be others
that you feel
by Author Leanne Betasamosake Simpson completely
immersed
in, which has enabled Islands of
Decolonial Love to be relevant and
relatable to Indigenous people
for over four years now. Though
many of the characters in the
stories address the different
lived experiences of Simpson’s
Nashinaabeg Nation, she eloquently

Islands of
Decolonial Love

explores the diverse realities of
contemporary Indigenous people
found in cities and small towns, on
reserves, in canoes, community
centres and curling rinks.
What I found unique is the way
that each short story is told
through the voice of the individuals
often silenced in academia and
mainstream society, those often
deemed unintelligent due to
not receiving ‘formal’ forms of
education. By using these different
voices, as well as incorporating
her own Indigenous language, she
shapes storytelling to become a
form of resistance. The narratives
of each short story empower not
only Indigenous women but all
Indigenous people to question
their lived realities and combat
colonialism not with hate and
destruction but rather the love
for one’s own people.
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MMIWG
By Judy Everson

I was innocent, I was a girl, a woman, I went missing. Doesn’t anyone
care? Don’t we matter? I am strong, I am a person who hurts who
cares and with my last breath my spirit danced to the drum as my
journey has begun to walk along with the Creator.

Teardrops anxiously waiting on anything, any word that our loved one may return unharmed, untouched by
this terrible society we live in, how so many of our girls and women go missing and murdered without words
said, without actions in most cases.
We are Indigenous strong, Indigenous we will be heard with each heartbeat that goes unnoticed. We will
keep them in our hearts and thoughts as we remember each and every one of our sisters as long as we have
a beating heartbeat. We hear the majestic sounds of the beat of the drums and hear our songs uplifting our
sisters’ spirits. Our spirit lifts up as one with each walk to remember each year, the precious life taken from
us far too soon. Gone but not forgotten . . .

SAY THEIR NAME

Written by Alycia Two Bears, Artwork by Cheyenne McGinnis
Say their name
Not because we
don’t remember
We do
Their children do
Their Mothers do
Their Fathers do
As do the Auntys
and Uncles
All the cousins
All Our
Relations do
We remember
their smiles

The first call not
returned
The first text left
unread
The first missing
person’s report
The first
unreturned call
from Police
Services
The first year
The first Honour
our Voices Walk
The first cry out
to Creator
Why her?

The warm
embraces

The first Birthday
without

The giggle fits

The first
Christmas

The first steps
The first
wiggly tooth
The first
heartbreaks
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The first
Mother’s Day
without the(ir)
Mother
Say their Name

THE CANADIAN CONNECTION
TO HUMAN TRAFFICKING
The anti-human trafficking
movement gets a boost from
a local and powerful source

Canadian designer
Paul Hardy created
the #NotInMyCity
yellow rose. A symbol of
support and solidarity.

there are some facts about sex
trafficking that are abundantly
clear. One is that Aboriginal
People account for 4% of Canada’s
population but account for over
50% of trafficking victims in
Canada. 13 years old is the most
common age girls are trafficked
in Canada, the greatest risk factor
in being trafficked is being a girl,”
says Brandt.
“Most people would never imagine
that the sale of people is a multibillion-dollar industry. Worldwide,
human trafficking is the second
largest source of illegal income.
Trafficking doesn’t just happen in
far-flung corners of the world, it’s
happening in our communities,”
Brandt continues.

M

ost of us know Paul
Brandt as the Alberta
born country music
artist who’s tunes include
My Heart Has a History and
the infamous Alberta Bound.
Recognized for giving back to
the community and supporting
numerous initiatives, Brandt
is the driving force behind the
creation of #NotInMyCity.

#NotInMyCity raises awareness
and supports initiatives to stop
one of the fastest growing crimes
in Canada, human trafficking.
Ninety-eight per cent of sex
trafficking victims world-wide
are women and girls.

#NotInMyCity makes it a top
priority to engage with the
Indigenous community and
began this process by building
relationships with the Treaty
areas. They work closely with
leaders like Siksika’s Tyler
White to help navigate the
cultural complexities and bridge
connections to the Indigenous
population. Collectively, they
carry the shared vision of working
together to ensure all children
and youth are safe, protected and
have the tools to be healthy and
achieve their dreams.
Recently Brandt was honoured
in a Blackfoot ceremony where
he received blessings from Elder
Leonard Bastien and was given the
name Buffalo Bull Shield.
For more information please go to
notinmycity.ca

@nimcally

Aboriginal
people
represent

4%

of Canada’s
population
& account for

50%

of trafficking
victims
The majority of
children and youth
who are victimized
by sexual exploitation
are female, however
there is a growing
awareness of sexual
exploitation of boys
and transgender youth
(Tracia’s Trust, 2008)

Youth from
populations
such as
new immigrants,
LGBTQ2+ and
Indigenous communities
are overrepresented
among victims.
-30-

“While it’s largely a hidden crime,
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Women

A Straight Up Opinion

By Lonnie Thomas Dixon
(STRAIGHT UP FEATHER)

An Elder once told me that
WOMEN are very important in
our lives. They bring life into this
world; they are very powerful.
In most of our Blackfoot stories
it is the WOMEN who have the
important roles. It was a WOMAN
who brought the iiniskim (Buffalo
Stone) to the people. In the old
days they cooked, made the tipis,
set up the tipis, made our clothes,
gathered our wood, they were the
keepers of us. Our role as men
was to protect them because they
brought life into the world, they
are the backbone of our people
and are sacred.
Hello, I am Straight Up Feather.
Grandson of Harriet Heavyrunner.
Son of Debbie Dixon. Brother to
Sunni, Aimee, and Skilee Dixon.
Father to Suree Rose. And Uncle
to Callie Paige, and Tenley Tommi.
I come from a long line of strong
INDIGENOUS WOMEN. I would
not be the person I am today if it
weren’t for these WOMEN in my
life. My mother put her dreams
aside for 30 years to raise five
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children. Of those children, four
have gone through post-secondary
and attained a degree or diploma
with the fifth one on the way (me)
to getting a degree. Her strength
has inspired me and has taught me
very valuable lessons.
My mother, my grandmother, my
sisters, my nieces, my daughter,
all of these WOMEN and GIRLS
are a major part of my identity.
It’s essential to understand the
importance and power of WOMEN
from an Indigenous perspective.
What they mean to us, what
place they hold in our society,
and traditionally how we treated
them. They are the most powerful
beings because they create
life. That’s why we refer to the
earth as our Mother because she
creates, nourishes and teaches all
beings. She is our classroom and
the Elders are our teachers. They
are sacred and now more than
ever they need us men to respect
and protect them. European
ideology forced a male dominant
society and has been undermining
women for centuries. Prior to
contact, everyone had a role in the
community and one of the most,
if not the most import role was
that of a mother. She was the fire
keeper; she was the support and
she was the one who stood behind
all the big decisions.
I can’t say I am perfect for there
were times where I was lost due
to social patterns that contributed
to not being a provider or protector.
We as men are failing them but it isn’t

completely our fault. When the
reserve system was imposed the
men lost their role and in time,
we lost our way. We still haven’t
healed from it. Still believing
in a Patriarchal society. WE
MUST DECONSTRUCT THAT
PERSPECTIVE.
I always go back to my home life
and how unstable it was at times
due to alcohol and think of my
mother. She could have given up on
us, she could have quit, she could
have left us, but she always told
me that we, her children, were her
strength. That we were the reason
she tried so hard and on days where
she felt hopeless it was us who
drove her to keep going, which is
funny because she is our strength.
When talking to the mother of my
children, she expressed to me that
she carries on for our children.
She wants to give them the life she
didn’t have. Although we are not
together, we keep a very healthy,
positive relationship with respect,
open communication and love for
our children. She is an amazing
person and I still have love for her,
I pray for her and always tell her
these things.
My sister Aimee is also an inspiration
in my life, being the first female vice
principal for our Nation's elementary
school, showing so much love and
passion for her students who call her
“Miss Aimee”.
I could have ended up how
European society wanted me to
be, “a dumb, drunk Indian” but
the WOMEN in my life believed
in me, pushed me, and supported
me when I felt like giving up. I still
have a long way to go but its these
women that I owe a major thank
you too. We need to heal, we need
to be better, we need to protect
our women again. They need us
more than ever!! I love you all.

Luna Quest
Luna Quest is a showcase of the
strength of Indigenous Women in our
community.
Combining tradition and technology,
audience members were invited
to create a communal art piece in
virtual reality while large scale murals
designed by young women from the
community were on display around the
event space.
During Luna Quest, young Indigenous
women in ribbon skirts with red hands
painted over their mouths stood for 30
minutes in solidarity with our Missing
and Murdered Sisters.
We invite you to turn the page and
interact with various components of
Luna Quest

Our future is

Female
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Mural Series

Vulnerable to Valuable
Vulnerable to Valuable displays the progression of three ribbon skirts, depicting the generational impacts of
passing down trauma, but also healing. The intention of the mural is to discuss and overcome gender-based
violence. The creators wanted to focus on the Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women’s Movement.

SKIRT 1 The AR inside this skirt shows

SKIRT 2 This skirt holds AR that

SKIRT 3 The AR associated with

the highway of tears representing

expresses the red hand movement,

this skirt shows a baby buffalo

the countless Indigenous women

which represents the rising number

representing Indigenous women

that experience violence, have gone

of young women that are standing up

reclaiming their culture with the

missing or have been murdered.

and bringing awareness and change.

hope that violence will no longer
have to be the focus of our young
women and girls.
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Mural Series

Women's Count
Women’s Count is reflective of a traditional Winter Count. Historically, Indigenous people would come
together in the winter and selected an event that impacted their people the most that year. The event would
be represented by a singular image or group of images that would be combined with an oral story. Winter
Counts were a form of historical record and helped encapsulate a sense of identity.

The theme of this mural is democratic

and also created some new ones to

on this mural, you can hear Lily

participation, encouraging Indigenous

tell the story of Indigenous women’s

Cranebear recount a story created

women to actively get involved in

voting rights in Canada. The mural

by the young women participants,

voting and to run for political office.

is also meant to encourage more

reflective of the spirit and importance

The participants created symbols

Indigenous women to get out and

of oral tradition.

based on traditional Winter Counts,

vote. When using the USAY AR app
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Mural Series

Barrier Breakers
Barrier Breakers showcases a group of young Indigenous women in plain clothes, representing how the world
sees them; young and without aspirations. This mural shows women coming together, exhibiting solidarity
with one another supporting one another. When we do things together, we have so much more power to
achieve our goals; career or otherwise.

By bringing the mural to life through

confidence or societal pressures on

people see Indigenous women in the

AR, you will see the breaking

young women. As the wall disappears,

workplace displaying their strength

down of barriers, represented by

the Indigenous women are now

to breakdown any barriers that might

a brick wall. These barriers could

dressed in workplace attire. The

prevent them from pursuing careers

be discrimination, lack of self-

intention of the mural is to have

of their choice or other goals.

The following women creators were involved in the crafting and constructing of the murals: Emma Deering, Summer Landrie,
Morrigan Caldwell, Genna Hunt, Gemini Ironshirt, Naomi Chaske, Samantha Robinson, Virginia Red Crow, Lily Crane Bear,
Ashton Whiteman and Kya Little Mustache. The Indigenous Women's Augmented Mural Series was funded by the Alberta
Government's Status of Women
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Reflections
LUNA QUEST

Compiled by Olivia Storey

The Luna Quest event was unique in many
ways. Held mid-day in Calgary’s Eau Claire
Market, the event attracted a wide range
of participants. New Tribe’s Olivia Storey
captured some of the impact and insights.

Gemini is my daughter; she was part of the program
and this is a great way for her to get out there and
have all these opportunities. This is my first event
and it’s great because so many people don’t really
know, and they don’t understand. I didn’t know it
was going to be like this. Gemini’s always telling us
what she’s learning, she’s so excited and I can see
her evolving, she has so much to give.
Arnetta Ironshirt, pictured on the left along with Laveinna
and baby Aleena The Lutsel Ke Dene Band NWT

We’re starting conversations that should have happened
a long time ago so that’s why I really feel like these
popup things are a new way of getting the message
out in a short amount of time and engaging young
people. Every time I have the pleasure of hanging
out with the USAY team they always blow me out
of the water and today is no different, it’s amazing.
Arlene Padnivelan, Sergeant with the diversity resource
team, Calgary City Police
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This event had been amazing. I’m blown away
with the amount of effort and skill that USAY
puts into every event and I am especially
moved by the red hand movement and how
for 30 minutes all the strong powerful women
stood there in solidarity and silence, it just
blows me away. I think it’s a beautiful event
and sends a really strong message.
Matt Wright, Mammoth XR

It’s not pointed out as much and
people need to hear more opinions
about it. I really just started
going to USAY events and it’s
pretty cool. It’s different, it’s
unique and it’s not like others.
Braydon Machiskinic, pictured
in the middle of Kane Read (left)
and Braydon Lindon Cross (right)

Events like this are important to educate people. I
think a lot of people aren’t aware of the issues
that Indigenous people and women have been
facing for hundreds of years. It’s just all about
education and exposure. A lot of people aren’t
really aware of what this represents and by
just walking by, they might get an idea. It’s
a lot bigger than I thought it would be, the
art is amazing, I was really impressed by the
performance art and the girls with the red hands on
their face was really interesting.
Leah Mathieson, pictured here with her son Robbie

I think we’re trying to bring out the truth so
that we can start achieving less MMIW, less
of our people being killed, more people having
equal rights. Showing people what our culture
is but also saying we’re here and this is what
we can do now.
Samantha Robinson, program participant
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The art pieces that we did are a big part of
showing people not only what our culture
has gone through but also what we can
achieve as women.
Morrigan Caldwell, program participant

Indigenous women are important women, like
everybody else. They’re very special people,
very beautiful people. If only society would
accept not only the young women but the
middle age and elders as well. A lot of our
young First Nations girls and boys don’t have
a grandmother to go to they don’t have anybody
to talk to. I go and talk to them, not to preach
to them but to let them know that they’re very
important like everybody else.
Christine Sleigh, Siksika Nation

Meet Artist Casey Koyczan
Casey Koyczan is a Tlicho
Dene interdisciplinary artist
from Yellowknife NWT. His
virtual reality artwork was
featured at the Luna Quest event
through an interactive display.

getting his master’s degree in
fine arts. His artwork has been
featured worldwide and USAY
is excited to feature his virtual
reality artwork as part of the
cover content.

Koyczan creates sculptures,
installations, interactivity, new
media, audio and live action
performance. He is currently
at the University of Manitoba

You can learn more about Koyczan
and explore samples of his works
though his website
caseykoyczan.com/vrart
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Elder Christine
Sleigh provides
powerful
opening
remarks and
prayer to start
the event

Some of the young Indigenous women that participated in
the live art installation gather for a photo together

Virtual reality artist,
Casey Koyczan describes
his artistic process and
AR contribution to the
magazine cover.

A diverse
group of
people,
including men
and children
attended
the event to
experience
and learn
ways to
honour
Indigenous
women in our
community

USAY staff person Levi First Charger
provides a demonstration of augmented
reality murals to Calgary Police Service staff

A young Indigenous woman
showcases the strength of
solidarity by donning a red
hand over her mouth and
standing in silence for 30
minutes as part of the live
action art installation
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A behind the scenes
look as young
Indigenous women
prepare for their
live art installation
honouring missing
and murdered
Indigenous women

Event and Mural Photos: Christian Heckle, Prairie Rose Photography

Young jingle dress dancer Shenae
Sandy entertains the crowd
Event attendees experience virtual
reality artwork specially made for the
event to honour the transmission of
knowledge among Indigenous women

A live art installation with
red hand movement inspired
ribbon skirts were a central
part of the Luna Quest event

Photo credit: Oliva Storey

An overhead shot of the event
showcases the large group that
took part in augmented and
virtual reality, as well as the
presence of young Indigenous
women standing in solidarity
with those missing and murdered

LeeAnne Ireland being filmed for the
Luna Quest augmented reality video

USAY staff gather for a photo to celebrate the
success of the event and upcoming magazine

Shinowa serving traditional
Indigenous inspired food
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Concrete
Consciousness:

An Empowering Path Forward
By Charlene Mudry and Nyre Kirby

University of Calgary Werklund School of Education master’s program
students Charlene Mudry and Nyre Kirby joined forces with USAY
during the Luna Quest event. We are excited to share the experience
from their point of view.

USAY and New Tribe’s Luna
Quest Event worked to ‘re-story’
our collective understanding
of the Murdered and Missing
Indigenous Women and Girls
epidemic and progress the
envisioning of a brighter future
framed through a more positive
perspective of empowerment.
This arts-based event embodied
the potential to successfully

represent and reframe Indigenous
female’s stories, engaging attendees and participants to bear
witness and develop knowledge
in their decolonizing journey.
Through creativity and
collaboration, a live art flash mob
of Indigenous women collectively
marched in and stood frozen
in silent protest, begging that

attention be called by those
attending to reevaluate their
responsibility in response to
MMIWG. Those who participated
bravely marched in unison, stood
motionless in solidarity and
implored others to question their
beliefs. The models wore ribbons
skirts covered with handprints
along with a painted red handprint
on their face as a way to honour
and bring awareness and attention to MMIWG. At the same
time, organizers and attendees
engaged with the various other art
installations on site and the virtual
reality (VR) technology available,
adding to their experience and
enriching their discussions.
The opportunity to work
with USAY and their demonstrated commitment to
improving the lives of urban
Indigenous youth has been
nothing short of awe-inspiring.

In response to the event, Charlene and Nyre asked
the women to share a short, self-chosen # (hashtag)
message on their hands. Participants were asked
what motivated them to become a change maker
through this work, they were also asked to share
their biggest takeaway.
The collected hashtags included #WeAreHereToo,
#Hope and #NextGen assist in ‘re-framing’ the
story. Resilience and #Hope emerges from
marginalization best displayed through the image
of a young Indigenous girl dressed in a traditional
ribbon skirt holding out her message- I am here
for #MyMom and #MySister. She provides a clear
example of how society must reframe our individual
and collective stories in order to ‘envision’ different
possibilities and potentials.
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Indigenous Pride
USAY works hard to ensure
two-spirited, Indigenous youth
feel accepted and honoured by
creating opportunities to connect
including participating in events
such as the Calgary Pride Parade.
Through their various programs
and initiatives, USAY endeavours
to provide a safe and welcoming
space for all participants.
Pride Poster AR_2 print.pdf

1

2018-11-19

Terms relating to sexual orientation and gender identity can
vary based on culture, location
and generation. The interactive
AR Indigenous Pride poster
below shares details about the
more broadly known acronyms
(LGBTQ) and by zooming in on
each individual in the poster
we can learn more about other
orientations.

1:10 PM

AR+ Experience

PRIDE
L

G

Women who are
attracted to other
women

Men who are
attracted to other
men, but can be
applied to women
as well

Lesbian

B

Gay

C

Agender

T

Bisexual
A person who is
attracted to
people of their
gender and
another gender

LET’S GET REAL

Terms relating to sexual orientation
and gender identity can vary based
on culture, location, and generation.*

Q

Transgender

Queer

A person who
lives as a member
of a gender other
than that assigned
at birth

Individuals who
don’t identify as
straight, or who
have a nonstandard
gender identity

Adding more terms to the LGBTQ
acronym means including a much larger
variety of community members!

Asexual

Bigender

Cisgender

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

Intersex

Pansexual

Two-Spirit

K

LGBTQ Terms by Sam Killermann

HOW TO USE
THIS POSTER
Download the USAY AR App for free
to reveal the terms above in AR+

Augmented
Reality

DISCLAIMER
*This list is neither comprehensive nor inviolable.
With identity terms, always trust the person who is using
the term and their definition of it above any dictionary.
USAY, an Indigenous youth organization, strives to support
all those in and outside of our community. It is not our hope
to offend but merely to support awareness building. Should
you require any additional resources please reach out to us:

(403) 233-8225 | usay.ca
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Resources

When New Tribe contributor Cheyenne McGinnis moved to the city, she
found herself not knowing exactly where to turn for support. In an effort
to help other Indigenous women access help, Cheyenne has compiled
the following list of resources.
This list is not meant to be exhaustive, but rather gives readers a chance
to explore options in their area and is focused for Indigenous Women and
Girls. The most important thing to remember when starting out in a new
city is to find a support network that you can lean upon, remember that
you are not alone and there are a ton of Indigenous-specific networks that
you can access. USAY will have an updated link to this list on their website,
and we welcome groups who support Indigenous Woman and Girls to
contact USAY to be included. Compiled by Cheyenne McGinnis
Cultural Resources

Community Resources

ABORIGINAL FRIENDSHIP CENTRE
OF CALGARY (AFCC)

ABORIGINAL FUTURES CAREER
& TRAINING CENTRE

403-270-7379
101, 427 – 51st Ave. S.E., Calgary AB
afccalgary.org

403-253-5311
aboriginalfutures.com

Referrals and advocacy on human rights,
basic needs, income assistance and letters
of support.
• Complimentary computer, telephone,
copier and fax use
• Sweat lodges.
• Seasonal gatherings for members.
• Cultural reconnection and supports to
individuals housed through the Calgary
Homeless Foundation system.

Aboriginal Employment Services
• Intake and assessment for urban
Aboriginal people.
• Individual job search support and
help in completing student funding
applications.
• Job maintenance counselling, workshops and help with career changes
and choices.
• Referrals to other community resources
and educational institutions.

CANADIAN NATIVE FRIENDSHIP
CENTRE OF EDMONTON (CNFC)

ALBERTA HUMAN SERVICES –
ALBERTA WORKS

780-761-1900
11728 - 95 Street, Edmonton AB
cnfc.ca

Available in both Edmonton and Calgary
humanservices.alberta.ca

The CNFC was organized to help aboriginal
newcomers to the city with referral
services and social and recreational
programs. It was, and remains, a gathering
place for meetings, social events, and
community gatherings.

Helping Albertans with low incomes cover
their basic costs of living, receive health
benefits and get child support agreements
or court orders.
• Connecting people to a wide variety
of programs from affordable housing
to food programs to childcare.

THE INDIGENOUS HUB
(IITAOHKANITSINI’KOTSIIYIO’P)

BENT ARROW TRADITIONAL
HEALING SOCIETY – EDMONTON

403-428-3361
316 – 7ave SE, Calgary AB

780-481-3451

The Indigenous Hub (the second location
of AFCC) at Cross Roads Centre enables
the members of Calgary’s urban
Indigenous community to participate
and access programming, services, and
resources from the collective centre and
partnering organizations within one
single geographical location. All members
of Calgary’s urban Indigenous community
welcome to drop in.
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Offers various programming for culture,
employment, families, and youth.
CALGARY JOHN HOWARD SOCIETY
403-266-4566
cjhs.ca
Assistance to individuals who have been
or are at risk of involvement with the
criminal justice system.
• Programs and services in the
community for males and females in

areas of literacy, education, employment
preparation and training, life
management and housing.
• Individual and group support for adults
with FASD who are at risk or involved
with the criminal justice system.
ABORIGINAL YOUTH OUTREACH
403-536-4328
Advocacy and support for Aboriginal youth
16 to 24, including assistance with crisis
resolution, education, employment, family
conflict and housing issues.
ELIZABETH FRY SOCIETY OF CALGARY
403-294-0737
elizabethfrycalgary.ca
Aboriginal Programming for women
through individual Elder Support and
access to traditional and cultural activities.
• Prison Community Outreach,
case management supports during
incarceration and after release
for women.
• Family Justice Services, legal
information to men and women
accessing services in the Calgary
Courts Centre (7th floor).
• SAGE: Emotional Wellness and
Employment Readiness Program,
providing foundation skills to support
women in overcoming the barriers
to employment.
OTEENOW EMPLOYMENT &
TRAINING SOCIETY EDMONTON
780 - 444 - 0911
oteenow.com
Established in 1992, Oteenow is the only
employment service agency exclusively
dedicated to finding First Nations and
Inuit people living in Edmonton and area,
careers that work. Matching of applicants
to jobs in a wide range of sectors, some you
might not have considered.
RIEL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
AND LEARNING CALGARY
403-248-0824
rielinstitute.com
Student supports, including cultural
programming, Elder sharing circles, Native
Studies, resource assistance and tutoring.
United Life Enhancement
• Pre-employment program for urban
Aboriginal youth 15 to 30.
• Counselling, employment preparation
and job placement services.
• Employability, life enhancement
workshops and paid work experience.

TRADE WINDS TO SUCCESS
Available in both Calgary and Edmonton
780-423-2237 or 403-205-3500
tradewindstosuccess.ca
Aboriginal pre-apprenticeship training
program.
• Preparation for entering the boiler
maker, carpentry, iron worker, plumber,
steam/pipe fitter and welder trades.
• Training and living allowances.
• Housing for those attending day
program.
• Safety equipment and work clothing.
YOUTH EMPLOYMENT CENTRE THE CITY OF CALGARY
403-268-2490

MCMAN YOUTH
ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM
403-508-7752
Support to high risk youth 12 to 24 who do
not have child protection intervention and
have exhausted all other resources.
• Assistance accessing education,
employment, financial aid and housing.
MÉTIS URBAN HOUSING
CORPORATION/METIS CAPITAL
HOUSING CORPORATION
403-569-9030
CAPITAL HOUSING CORPORATION
1-877-458-8684
muhcab.ca

For youth ages 15-24. Upon registration
youth will meet with an Employment
Counsellor. To allow enough time, please
visit during these hours: Monday - Friday
8:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. (no appointment
necessary)

Co-ordinated housing programs for
Aboriginal Albertans.
• Geared-to-income rental housing
for low-income Aboriginal families
throughout the province.

Shelter Resources

403-428-3300
scorce.ca/

ALBERTA LANDLORD AND TENANT
INFORMATION
1-877-427-4088
ALBERTA WOMEN’S
SHELTER LOOK-UP:
1-866-331-3933
AWO TAAN HEALING LODGE,
CALGARY AB
403-531-1972 (24-hour crisis line)
awotaan.org
Crisis shelter (up to 21 days) for abused
women with or without children.
• Advocacy, counselling, information,
support and referrals.
• Aboriginal support services, Elders,
healing circles, access to sweats.
• Food and basic necessities.
• Outreach services, home visits, emergency
food hampers and court support.
• Family Violence Prevention workers,
education on family violence and safety
planning.
MCMAN YOUTH, FAMILY AND
COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSOCIATION
403-508-6259
1, 4004 – 19th St. N.W., Calgary AB
mcmancalgary.ca
Housing for Youth in Care
• A variety of housing options programs
for youth and Aboriginal youth in care
who are 15 to 24.

THE SORCe

The Safe Communities Opportunity
and Resource Centre (SORCe) is a multiagency collaborative that connects people
experiencing homelessness, or those
at imminent risk of homelessness, to
programs and services that can help to
address the barriers to stable housing.
Walk-in only.
TREATY 7 URBAN INDIAN
HOUSING AUTHORITY
403-327-1995 or 1-800-567-4256
t7housing.com
Adequate, affordable rental
accommodations for low-to-moderate
income Native families and individuals, in
Calgary, Lethbridge and Cardston.
• Tenant relation officers on staff.
Wellness Resources
THE ALEX COMMUNITY
HEALTH CENTRE
403-266-2622
thealex.ca
Aboriginal and non-aboriginal families
and individuals.
• Wellness Program.
• Referrals.
• Family doctor.
• Community resource specialists.
CALGARY PREGNANCY CARE CENTRE
403-269-3110

CALGARY SEXUAL HEALTH CENTRE
403-283-5580
EDMONTON PREGNANCY
CARE CENTRE
587-805-1269 or 1-877-424-2685 if
outside the Edmonton Area
Elbow River Healing Lodge
403-955-6600
Primary health care for Aboriginal people.
• Health assessments and examinations.
• Health education, lifestyle counselling
and coaching for self care.
• Specialized services: general internal
medicine, nephrology, neurology,
paediatrics, nutrition and rheumatology
• Aboriginal traditional wellness
consultation.
• Prenatal care.
• Advocacy for social supports to promote
wellness.
HIV COMMUNITY LINK – STRONG
VOICES ABORIGINAL PROGRAM
403-508-2500 ext 115
hivcl.org
Support services for people at risk of street
involvement, homelessness, addictions,
mental health, isolation and other issues.
• Short-term (crisis) and long-term (case
management) support.
• Counselling and emotional support,
including mental health, addiction,
trauma.
• Community referrals.
• Safer sex supplies and needle exchange
available.
• Education and support groups.
NATIVE COUNSELLING SERVICES
780-451-4002
ncsa.ca
Native Counselling Services of Alberta’s
mission is to promote the resilience of the
Aboriginal individual and family, through
programs and services that are grounded
in reclaiming our interconnectedness,
reconciliation of relationships and selfdetermination.
SUNRISE NATIVE ADDICTIONS
SERVICES
403-261-7921
nass.ca
Counselling for alcohol and/or drug abuse.
• Gambling education and referrals.
• Gender specific sharing circles.
• Co-ed residential day treatment program.
• Living Through Recovery Treatment Program.
• Barrier-free family counselling to
support addictions free life.
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The Cultural
Significance of the

Star Blanket
By Taylor Van Eyk
Star blankets are a sign of honour
Star blankets are sometimes
and respect and are gifted during
thought to bring good dreams
significant times in one’s life.
and wealth, they are designed
Many years ago, buffalo robes
with a large star, usually with
were a popular choice of sacred
several points, positioned in the
gift but have been replaced, for
center of the blanket. ‘The Story
the most part, in recent years by
f the Star Blanket’ explains the star
the more modern star blanket. As
represents the eye of the Creator
times changed and fabric became
for the purpose of gifting safety,
more common and accessible than
by having the Creator watch over
furs. Like the buffalo robe, the star
the recipient.
blanket is gifted
Many artists
as an honourable
“Like
the
buffalo
use star blankets
present during
as a focus in
milestones in a
robe, the star
their work. The
person’s life such
blanket
is
gifted
symbolism of the
as graduations,
star can stand
births, marriages
as an honourable for
many things.
and deaths. Star
The star may
present
during
blankets are
represent a child
meant to bring
milestones in a
while the points
good will during
represent the
person’s life . . .”
a turning point
people who care
in a person’s life.
for them, or a star blanket may
The star blanket carries great
be paying tribute to Missing and
traditional significance, the
Murdered Indigenous Women and
gifting of a star blanket represents
Girls. Due to the star blanket’s
generosity, respect and blessings
versatility in its meaning, not
towards an individual. The star
only is it a gift of honour and an
blanket is said to make sacred
important part of our culture
whatever it covers, thus why we
and traditions, it can also be
lay it on our bed or wrap our
considered a new and effective
children in it.
way of expression.
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Opposite Page
Red Star By Taylor Van Eyk
Inspired by writing the Star
Blanket article, New Tribe writer
and artist Taylor Van Eyk created
this stunning art piece using
acrylic on canvas. Primarily
a portrait artist, Van Eyk felt
that incorporating elements
of a traditional star blanket
would be a great way to combine
conventional style with star
blanket themes. The woman’s eye
in the star is a reference to the eye
of the Creator in a star blanket. “I
decided to use a predominantly
warm colour palette when
creating this piece as I hoped it
would assist in communicating
the strong spirit within the
woman,” says Van Eyk. “I really
just hope people find it beautiful
and pleasing to look at.”
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Listen
to this!
By Taylor Van Eyk

Missing and Murdered
Missing and Murdered is a podcast by journalist Connie Walker.
Walker dives into stories of Missing and Murdered Indigenous
Women and Girls providing deep insight to the cases. This podcast
does an amazing job of looking into all aspects of the MMIWG epidemic
in a respectful way. The whole podcast is worth a good listen as new,
valuable information and views are brought forward with each episode.

Native Trailblazers
Hosted by Deloris and Vincent Schilling, a Mowhawk journalist,
editor and public speaker. Topics vary with each Trailblazers episode.
I recommend this podcast as it features and recognizes individuals
making an impact in the community and gives them a platform to
discuss their passions. I highly recommend the episode with MTV
host Dometi Pongo (season 10 episode 1).

Native Calgarian
Native Calgarian is a Calgary based podcast that covers a wide range
of topics ranging from 2SLGBTQ+ issues, politics and Indigenous
issues. Though this podcast is from a single point of view, I am
recommending it as it is local and discusses relevant topics in a
friendly and in-depth manner. The whole podcast is worth a listen.

All my Relations
Podcasts are a great
way to keep up with
constantly developing
topics and issues.
Sometimes entertaining,
often compelling, we
invited you to DOWNLOAD
some EPISODES (while on
WiFi of course), add them
to your LIBRARY and have
a LISTEN.
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All my Relations is a podcast by Matika Wilbur and Adrienne Keene,
it focuses on being Indigenous from the viewpoint of the Aboriginal
feminists. The hosts invite a variety of experts and scholars to enrich
their discussions on issues relevant to the Indigenous community.
I recommend this entire podcast series because it advocates for
Indigenous representation through discussion of topics with an
obvious expression of passion.

While Indigenous
While Indigenous is a podcast produced by NDN collective and hosted
by Sarah Sunshine Manning, it focuses on building Indigenous power
through discussions. I recommend season 1 episode 12, Bringing
Two Spirit and LGBTQ Relatives Back Into the Circle with Dr. James
Makokis. Dr. Makokis is a member of the 2SLGBTQ+ community
and offers insight into spirituality and health for other 2SLGBTQ+
individuals. Dr. Makokis also brings an interesting personality to the
discussion; you may remember Dr. Makokis from the Amazing Race
Canada season 7.

Introducing USAY’s Ambassador

Michellaine Sleigh
Indigenous woman,
new mother and jingle/
fancy dancer.

The intention of the prestigious
position of USAY Ambassador
is to have a young person who
represents our community and
USAY as an inspirational and
motivational individual making
positive change.
A group of young Indigenous
community members came
together, reviewed applications and
selected USAY’s first Ambassador,
Michellaine Sleigh. She is a young

Michellaine became
interested in dancing
through her Grandmother, but
when her Grandmother passed,
Michellaine lost her connection
and motivation to take part. It
was through becoming a mother
that she found herself longing to
become involved in Powwow and
share it with her young son. Her
primary barrier to involvement was
her lack of knowledge on regalia
making and the associated cost,
which led to the application to
become the first ever Ambassador.

In our last edition of New Tribe, we shared a preview of the
upcoming digital short film created by our friends at Indi
City and supported by a Telus Storyhive grant for Indigenous
Storytellers Edition.

B

lood Memory is Couture
tells the story of the rites
of passage ceremony and
the tests that come with a girl’s
initiation into womanhood. In the
video Teresa Snow, a facilitator
and knowledge keeper from the

During her reign, Michellaine
will attend community events to
share her inspirational story and
perform a dance to encourage
others to connect to their culture.
USAY’s hope is that Michellaine
feels purposeful meaning from her
contribution to our community
while at the same time inspiring the
community to make greater strides
in embracing positive Indigenous
culture.
USAY will be searching for other
Ambassadors in the future, please
check in on USAY’s Facebook page
for updates and details.

Check out the
entire seven-minute
feature using the
USAY AR APP!

Stoney Nakoda Nation shares
the journey she took to learn the
significance of the Star Blanket.
She was supported by her parents
to learn hands on culture and
tradition from other mentors
when she was a young girl. She

then takes the viewers through
the rights of passage ceremony in
context with Indigenous woman’s
personal adornment. Teresa
Snow shares how each piece of
the traditional dress is tied to
ceremony and functionality.
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Miss Teen Southern Alberta

Elle Everson
Interviewed for New Tribe by Taylor Van Eyk

Miss Teen Southern Alberta, Elle Everson is a student, role model and activist for Missing
and Murder Indigenous Women and Girls. She is a bright young woman with a busy schedule

Q& A

and strong opinions making her the perfect candidate for the brand new, New Tribe

NT As Miss Teen Southern
Alberta you are an individual
that many look up to and an
individual who has a huge
weight on their shoulders.
What made you want to
compete for the title of Miss
Teen Southern Alberta?
EE I joined the pageant because
I wanted to support my
community and raise
awareness of the topic
of Missing and Murder
Indigenous Women and Girls.
NT This issue is focusing on
MMIWG, what kind of changes
do you think need to be made
within the community to
prevent these cases from being
such a common thing?
EE We need to let Women and Girls
know that they are not alone in
life, we need to listen to them
and make sure we don’t leave
them when they are hurting.
NT Do you have any ideas on how
people can be made better
aware of the subject?
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EE Go out and find someone who
has been affected by this, hear
their stories or attend events
and talking circles with elders.
NT As a student, pageant winner
and young adult, how do you
manage a busy schedule and
what advice do you have for
other young women who feel
overwhelmed?
EE Take your time, it gets hard
at times and it's easy to get
overwhelmed. I'm a grade 12
student and you get a lot of
homework; the advice I would
give you is homework and
school come first because it
will help you in the long run.
NT What are your future plans as
Miss Teen Southern Alberta
and as a student?
EE I want to work on my causes a
lot more this year and get out
there more with my pageants.
As a student I would like to
go back for year thirteen at
cosmetology hairstyles school.
I would love to go out and do

more MMIWG events
and Kidney March work.
NT What is your favourite
part about being Miss Teen
Southern Alberta?
EE I love everything about being
Miss Teen Southern Alberta.
I’ve gained confidence and
made a lot of contacts from
this. My favourite part about
this opportunity has been
attending the parades and
Stampede events.
NT What do you dream of doing
20 years from now?
EE I'll be in my late 30s, hopefully
I'll be married with a couple of
children and have different types
of crowns in the years I can
qualify for. I want to make my
way up to Miss Universe or World.

Photo: Tony Chan Tinophoto
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Interested in getting involved with The Bear Clan Patrol?
The Calgary chapter of Bear Clan Patrol can be reached through their Facebook page, search Bear Clan
Patrol Calgary. The group is accepting donations of supplies and financial assistance. If you’re interested
in learning more, please contact them through their Facebook page or email bearclanyyc@gmail.com
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Meet Calgary’s

Bear
Clan
Patrol
by Lonnie Dixon
(STRAIGHT UP FEATHER)
New Tribe’s Straight Up
Feather has become involved
with The Bear Clan and shares
the experience of his first
night on patrol.
My experience with Calgary’s
Bear Clan Patrol started on a
Friday afternoon in downtown
Calgary, we met at the library
and began the patrol with
introductions and a safety briefing
about what to expect and how
to react. The leader reviewed
the bags that were being carried
containing sharps and needle
disposal materials while the other
bags contained supplies including
simple first aid provisions, female
products, Naloxone and other
items to assist those in need.
We began our patrol with the
focus of looking for sharps to get
them off the street and creating

for generations. But they are
people too and they have feelings.
Upon the ending our patrol we had
a young Indigenous man come and
pray for all of us. Those are the
prayers that keep people going.
I have a hard time explaining to
my non-indigenous friends how
our Indigenous family dynamics
work. Our family circle doesn’t
end with our immediate family
or our second cousins. We as
a community are a whole, a
collective, a family.
Family is the energy you feel
when you’re with the Bear Clan
Patrol, I asked some of the core
group what motivated them to
become involved in the Bear Clan
initiative which got its start in
Winnipeg 1990s with the purpose
of community people working
with community people providing
personal security.

conversations with our family
living on the street. Throughout
the journey we meet amazing,
inspiring individuals. On a day to
day basis, I walk around my school
full of educated but often ignorant
people who barely acknowledge
each other. Out on the streets it
was incredible to see these people
grinning, grateful and caring.

The volunteer’s reasons for
involvement varied but in most
cases the patrollers have lost
someone to the streets or still
have someone in their lives who
are homeless. “Sometimes you
think after losing someone to
the street is that could’ve done
something to prevent it,” says
one of the volunteers.

As the night went on, my heart
began to smile so much just by
watching what the Bear Clan does
for our inner-city people. Having
simple conversations with the
homeless to let them know there
are people who care about them
was reciprocated by smiles and
gratitude, the interactions nearly
brought me to tears.

In my case, my Uncle who died
while living on the streets didn’t
want to live anywhere else. This
was his family; this is where he
wasn’t judged as an addict or
alcoholic. My Auntie who is still
out there has told me the same
thing. Those are her brothers and
sisters and she always missed
them when we brought her home.

Often others look at street
people as a sickness. A lot of
the individuals who end up on
the streets do have a sickness
or should we say a sadness, they
are in the middle of a cycle that
is hard to break, that has gone on

We can’t make choices for people,
but we can help influence, support
and show them they are valued. To
all my street brothers and sisters,
we love you and want you to know
you are the Creator’s gift.
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Indigenous Women’s Augmented Mural Series

that inspire others to see our value
and not just the vulnerability.”

Leading by example
and empowering young,
Indigenous women through
IWAMS, USAY continues
their positive impact.

Each mural has an augmented
reality component (AR), so when
viewers scan over the mural with
their phones additional content
appears (video, animations, etc.).
The murals are mixed mediums
and include fabric, painting and
traditional imagery; including
a ribbon skirt mural, raw hide
and a digitally created painting.
The murals will be strategically
placed around the city; Police
Headquarters, Inn From The Cold
and Forest Lawn High School.

IWA MS

ndigenous women are the
most vulnerable demographic
in Canadian society. They
experience high rates of
violence, homelessness and
health related issues. In one
of their many efforts to counteract
statistics and stereotypes USAY
initiated the Indigenous Women’s
Augmented Mural Series (IWAMS).
This year-long project engaged
a group of 10 young Indigenous
women ages 15 to 29 while they
created three interactive murals
that focussed on overcoming
barriers to employment, democratic participation and genderbased violence.
The IWAMS participants are from
diverse backgrounds and various
First Nation’s communities, they

currently live in an urban setting.
During weekly meetings, the young
women shared in discussions
centred around engaging
Indigenous and non-Indigenous
women in content that helps to
create reconciliation and allies.

“We were fortunate to have a
knowledge keeper, Michelle
Robinson, provide supports to
the project with her strength in
traditional teachings and women’s
rights,” says USAY Executive
Director LeeAnne Ireland. “USAY
was happy to have Su Spotted Bull
and Mitchell Poundmaker support
the women in creating the final
mixed medium art pieces,” she
continues.
“Indigenous women are some
of the highest contributors to
our society, we are the caregivers
and supporters of others,” says
Ireland. “As part of this project,
we wanted to show the strength
of our girls and women, and to
start conversations through art

This group, like others USAY has
facilitated, has had far reaching
impacts on the participants. At
the end of the experience, one
participant shared how important
this group was to her. “This group
has been amazing, I’ve never been
so happy with an outcome, thank
you so much to USAY for making
my life so much better” she says.
“You are the most amazing staff I
have ever worked with and I love
you all so much”.
Check out the IWAMS murals
starting on page 18.

IWAMS program participants
Genna Hunt, Samantha
Robinson, Summer Landrie,
Gemini Ironshirt, Emma
Deering and Morrigan
Caldwell pose in front of their
mural Barrier Breakers
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Powerful
Profile

IWAMS
Knowledge Keeper
Michelle Robinson

U

SAY’s Indigenous Women’s
Augmented Mural Series
(IWAMS) is fortunate to
have had the guidance of local
Knowledge Keeper Michelle
Robinson. Michelle who was
born and raised in Calgary is
a Yellowknives Dene and has a
strong connection to the Treaty 11
area in the Northwest Territories.
She is of mixed race; a daughter
of the American Revolution and
a descendent of the Mayflower.
Michelle is very proud to embrace
both sides of her diverse and
somewhat opposing heritage.

Michelle is a facilitator for
Mending Broken Hearts: Healing
Unresolved Grief through
the White Bison, Wellbriety
Training Institute. She is also a
volunteer on the Calgary Police
Service Indigenous Justice
Committee, 12 Community
Safety Initiative, Chapters Chat,
MMIWG2S Committee and
the Calgary Animated Objects
Society, she is very busy inspiring
and empowering others to be
changemakers in their community.
Michelle also hosts a podcast
called Native Calgarian, where
she addresses politics, Indigenous
issues, social issues, LBGTQ2+ and
so much more

As the co-founder of VOICES,
a group advocating for the
Two-Spirit and Queer people
of colour in Calgary, Michelle
encourages the community to
embrace diversity and spearheads
activism throughout the city.
Her activism has led to political
pursuits including running for
Calgary city council in 2017 and
she was the Alberta Liberal Party
for Calgary-East in 2019.
When Michelle began her work
with IWAMS, she soon realized
that the young women in IWAMS
had diverse and hot button topics
that they wanted to discuss, learn
more about and challenge. Their
vocalization of their distrust
of systems was different than
anticipated and Michelle realized
that she would have to become a
student and not just a facilitator.
After rethinking the age gap,
overcoming a learning curve and
embracing art as the common
language, Michelle was able to
lead sharing circles and facilitate
learnings for everyone involved.
At the end, it was the language
of art that allowed for bonding,
learning and lens in which to see
each person’s unique worldview.
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"I’ve put hundreds of Native students in headsets and they love this app the most because they see themselves
represented in the music, the scenario, the values, everything. It was an experience that made them think and
work together for the benefit of Victor. I highly recommend it for all Native youth. It motivated our youth to want
to become content creators!"

Finding Victor is a virtual reality escape room that aims to tell a compelling story of Indigenous youth,
Victor, overcoming homelessness and stabilizing his life. The entire experience is set around Victor,
an Indigenous artist that has recently lost a close friend which has been the catalyst to a downward
spiral into partying, criminal activity and ultimately homelessness. The player is a friend that has
been given the task of following Victor, solving clues and uncovering his journey back to support.
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